Infiniti g35 oil leak

Lake Ford helped make these videos. This video shows you how to fix minor oil leaks in your
Infiniti G35 and how to tell if the fluid leaking from your G35 is oil, how to check your oil level
and how to fix the oil leak. Low oil levels can wreck your engine, so it is important to be
proactive about oil leaks, however small. Oil leaks in the G35s with the 3. Replacing the metal
washer should only be done when you change the oil in your G35, fortunately the video above
shows how to fix the minor leak in the interim. Make sure that your engine is cold and that your
G35 is parked on a level surface when you check the oil level as both of these things can cause
the oil level to read low. Check our What is Leaking? Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. One of the easiest fluids to top off - learn
how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. Flushing the coolant in your car is
not that hard and will extend the life of your engine tremendously - learn how here! Driving with
your phone pressed against your ear is illegal in many places. See how to talk hands free! Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Add washer
fluid. Coolant flush. Pair your phone. See all videos for the Infiniti G We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything Infiniti G35 owners have reported 4
problems related to engine oil leaking under the engine and engine cooling category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. I had a low oil light and decided to change the oil and
spark plugs. When I removed the spark plug I found oil pooling in the spark plug tube and saw
an obvious leak in the valve cover seal. The oil level had reached 1cm above the connector in
the boot. This can potentially cause an engine fire while driving. The valve covers contain bad
spark plug tube seals. This allows a significant amount of oil to pool in the spark plug tube.
When the oil reaches the spark plug boot it can ignite and cause engine fires at high speed. See
all problems of the Infiniti G Car would die after being started. Lag time in accleration. Upon
inspection we were told the rear timing cover has a seal inside of it that is broken. The
mechanics showed us 4 vehicles in their shop with the same issue. The seal inside this cover is
so hard to reach the entire engine must be dropped in order to fix this. The mechanics advised
that until Nissan fixes the quality of this seal it will blow again in 80k. The seal is creating oil
leaks into my engine and will eventually lock up the transmission. We were advise there may be
a service bulletin on this issue, and a ,k extention on the powertrain is in the works. We cannot
confirm this yet, as we are waiting for Infiniti to respond. We have always kept up with the
suggested maintenance on this vehicle with regular oil changes. We are extremly displeased
with the fact that this is an issue that Infiniti is aware of but hasn't fixed yet. We can also
confirm that the passenger seat front shows that I am not sitting in the car and the airbags
turnoff. This fluctuates given the temp outside. We believe this may be an electrical issue. I own
a 6-speed manual transmission and the car is consuming a tremendous amount of engine oil. I
am pouring two quarts of oil in it every 3 - 4 days. At this point, the oil is leaking into the
combustion chamber producing white fumes out the tailpipe. I reached out to Infiniti? I then
took the car to an Infiniti service center and told the service rep my car complaint. His
immediate response was that the manual transmissions do consume a lot of oil. After the car's
evaluation, the service rep told me that the entire engine block would need to be replaced
because of damaged or worn piston rings. I asked the service rep what could cause a
sophisticated, expensive machine to require a motor replacement after only k miles. I then
reached out to the Infiniti consumer affairs department for some resolution to what I would
consider a travesty and was told that there was absolutely nothing that they could do to assist
me in this matter citing two reasons - 1 not being a loyal customer of Infiniti because my last
service visit was in and 2 the vehicle is way outside the manufacturer's warranty. I then did
some research online to see if I was the only person with this car that was experiencing the
same problem. I found numerous postings, most of which claim that Nissan is fully aware of the
issue, but they are taking no responsibility for the issue. Today, I found Infiniti G35 sedan leak
oil into spark plug hole. Oil leak into the spark hole would cause engine fire with high voltage
from ignition coils. I believe Nissan already has known this issue. Car Problems. Engine Oil
Leaking problem of the Infiniti G35 1. Engine Oil Leaking problem of the Infiniti G35 2. Engine
Oil Leaking problem of the Infiniti G35 3. Engine Oil Leaking problem of the Infiniti G35 4.
Engine Burning Oil problems. Car Stall problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Check
Engine Light On problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Service Engine Light On

problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems.
How much should this replacement cost? Do you have the same problem? Check out the
diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Was this
answer helpful? The car has a new engine with less than on it. The sensore that is leaking is
towards the front of the motor on the drivers side high up on the motor just below the engine
cover beside the dip stick. What is involved in replaceing it? Is it the oil pressure sensor or the
intake timeing sensor or cam shaft position sensor and how do I fix the leak. There are no check
engine lights on. Do you have any diagrams or pictures to aid in the repair? Thanks Brian. Do
you. Hello, Job is listed at 1. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Numerous places oil can
leak from could you narrow the field and provide a general location? On a Infinity G35 coupe?
Thanks Brian Was this answer. Looks like the intake valve timing control solenoid, my software
says that Nissan hasnt released the removal and installation procedure to the general public.
You can download the service manual for free from infinitihelp. Com the procedure for fixing
this is listed in the factory service manual. There is a slight oil leak coming from the driver's
side of the engine block toward the rear but in front of the steering rack and pinion.
Unfortunately I cannot determine the exact location. There is a metal oil line running vertical and
there appears to be an alternator? Thank you Was this answer. I have changed the gasket on
the oil filter adapter twice and it is still leaking? HI there, this adapter may be warped, ids this a
paper gasket or a rubber "o" ring seal? Mark mhpautos Was this answer. Check oil cooler for
cracks. Replace if found. Make sure both mating surfaces are clean. O-ring should aways be
replaced after each disassembly. Never hurts to apply a little fresh oil to the new O-ring during
assembly. Align top cutout notch on oil cooler with protrusion on upper side of block. Tighten
connector bolt to 36 ft-lb. If still leaks, then I agree as mentioned adapter probably warped.
Please login or register to post a reply. Not Accelerating Please Help!!!!!! A car engine uses
motor oil to lubricate the internal moving parts of the engine such as crankshaft, rod bearings,
pistons and valve train. This oil is controlled from My Issue Started This Summer. My Coolant
Ran Low. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Lake Chevy helped make these videos.
In the video above, we show you how to fix minor oil leaks in your Infiniti G We will show you
specifically how to determine if the fluid leaking from your G35 is oil, check your oil level and fix
the oil leak using stop leak. Extremely low oil levels can critically damage your engine, so it is
important to be proactive about oil leaks, however small. Oil leaks in the G35s with the 3.
Replacing the metal washer should only be done when you change the oil in your G35,
fortunately the video above shows how to fix the minor leak in the interim. Fixing minor oil leaks
is fairly straightforward, but first, make sure that your engine is cold and that your G35 is
parked on a level surface when you check the oil level as both of these things can cause the oil
level to read low. Check our What is Leaking? Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Flushing the coolant in your car is not
that hard and will extend the life of your engine tremendously - learn how here! Properly inflated
tires is the easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the side of
your tire btw. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Coolant flush. Add air to your tires. Add
antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up today. Replace your car battery.
Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4 years. See all
videos for the Infiniti G We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM.
Oil leaking into the spark plug wells is an indictor of a fairly serious problem that should be
inspected and repaired immediately. It is almost always due to a failing gasket or O-ring but can
also be the result of a failing piston or worn valve guides. Oil making its way into the spark plug
wells will drastically affect the engines performance, leading to misfires, increased oil
consumption and blue exhaust. In extreme cases, it can even lead to an engine fire. If the
vehicle is exhibiting any of these symptoms, the spark plugs should be inspected immediately.
Electrical energy is transmitted through the spark plug where it jumps the gap and the spark
ignites the gasoline and air mixture. Spark plugs also pull heat out of the combustion chamber,
working as a heat exchanger, it pulls thermal energy from the combustion chamber and
transfers it to the cooling system. Engine oil is used to lubricate the moving parts of an engine.
The constant moving of the engine parts generates heat, as well as wear and tear. Engine oil

helps to minimize the friction and dissipates the heat generated by the engine. The oil pan is
where engine oil is stored. A typical oil pan will hold up to 6 quarts of oil. When the engine
starts, the oil pump pulls oil from the oil pan through a part called the pickup tube. The oil then
moves to the oil filter, which removes dirt and debris before it is sent to the various parts of the
engine via spurt holes. Eventually it heads back to the oil pan to start the process over again.
Leaking Valve Cover Gaskets: The valve cover is a metal part found on the top of the engine,
which seals the engine and helps prevent oil leaks. Between the valve cover and the engine are
gaskets that tend to fail over time. Due to the high temperature of the engine the gaskets can
get brittle, and start to leak. It is possible for the oil to leak into the spark plug wells. Leaking
valve cover gaskets need to be repaired as quickly as possible, failing to do so can lead to
further damage to the engine. Failing O-Ring Seals: There are O-Ring seals at the bottom of the
spark plug wells and if a seal starts to fail, oil can leak past these seals and into the spark plug
well. Again, this issue should be repaired as soon as possible and the spark plugs should be
changed as well. These rings are set in grooves in the piston and help scrape excess oil from
the cylinder walls and prevent oil from getting into the combustion chamber. If these rings fail,
oil can make its way into the spark plugs wells. Other symptoms of failing compression rings
include increased exhaust that is blue and smells oily. Failing Piston: A piston that is running
too hot can develop a hole or crack. The most common symptoms of a failing piston include
rattle and knocking noises while the car is running, excessive oil burning as well as a loss of
power and engine misfiring. It can also lead to oil in the spark plug wells. This is an extremely
serious condition that needs to be repaired as soon as possible. Worn Valve Guides: Valve
guides help to regulate air intake by keeping the valves in place while the engine is running.
Over time, valve guides can become extremely worn and will require replacement. Blue smoke
and oil or ash in the spark plug wells is a common symptom of failing valve guides. Worn valve
guides can lead to more serious engine problems and should be repaired as soon as possible.
A mechanic will check your valve cover gaskets, O-Ring seals, pistons and other important
components. The mechanic may need to crank the car and test drive it to pinpoint the cause of
the leak and produce an accurate diagnosis. Oil in a spark plug well is a very serious problem
that should be repaired as soon as possible. It can do extensive damage to the engine, such as
broken or warped pistons and valves. Eventually, if not repaired, the head gasket can result in
the fatal destruction of the engine. There is also the potential for an engine fire if the spark
plugs ignite the oil. Infiniti G35 Oil is leaking into spark plug well Inspection at your home or
office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly book a
certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes
necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you
now. See availability. Show example Infiniti G35 Oil is leaking into spark plug well Inspection
prices. Oil is leaking into spark plug well Inspection Service Oil leaking into the spark plug wells
is an indictor of a fairly serious problem that should be inspected and repaired immediately.
How this system works: his issue involves two systems, the spark plugs and the engine
lubrication system. Common reasons for this to happen: Leaking Valve Cover Gaskets: The
valve cover is a metal part found on the top of the engine, which seals the engine and helps
prevent oil leaks. How it's done: A mechanic will check your valve cover gaskets, O-Ring seals,
pistons and other important components. How important is this service? Number of Infiniti G35
services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Infiniti Jobs. Auto service in Your
City. Meet some of our expert Infiniti mechanics
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Real customer reviews from Infiniti owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Eric 12
years of experience. Request Eric. Eric was great! He was on site within a couple of hours after I
scheduled the appointment, gave me a thorough pre-purchase inspection report, and took the
time to discuss it in detail by phone afterwards. I would highly recommend him and would
gladly work with him again in the future. Danny 11 years of experience. Request Danny. Infiniti
G35 - Battery - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Difficult to remove battery, he showed me how to
remove it. Matthew 33 years of experience. Request Matthew. Matt is always right on time and
works quietly and quickly. He notices everything, and I feel so confident in his assessments and
recommendations. I have an old car, so knowing he's taking care of it is such a relief. I'm glad I
found him! Krystal 17 years of experience. Request Krystal. How can we help? Read FAQ.
Service type Oil is leaking into spark plug well Inspection.

